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Mysteria Mithrae - Ugo Bianchi 2015-08-24
Governance of Security and Ignored Insecurities in Contemporary Europe - Salvatore Palidda
2016-04-14
This book explores changes in security governance in Europe from the 1990s, focusing on some of the most
important consequences: the proliferation of ignored insecurities, including the increase of oncological
diseases, environmental disasters, shadow economies reproducing neo-slavery and fiscal fraud, and the
general damage to the res publica. What is the articulation of removal, reclamation and consequently the
implementation of devices and the establishing of prevention practices? Why are the majority of victims and
also the control agency professionals seemingly resigned to these ignored insecurities? Following more
than 20 years of research in the area, the authors examine these questions and how the securitisation of
society has been exacerbated. They argue that the primary cause of the increase in ignored insecurities is
the consequence of the neoliberal turn in security governance. This book proposes an innovative approach
to security governance, not only through a serious analysis of the balance of the costs and benefits, but also
highlighting what is here termed `ignored insecurities'. The authors propose a review of the problems,
showing that the governance of security is a crucial element of the contemporary political organisation of
society. The book ends with an innovative reflection on the Anthropocene debate and the COP21 summit
which took place in Paris in December 2015.
Popular Government and Oligarchy in Renaissance Italy - Christine Shaw 2006-10-01
An examination of the nature of popular government and oligarchy in towns and cities throughout
Renaissance Italy, and of the reasons why broadly-based civic governments were losing ground.
Proceedings - 1931
L'INDUSTRIA DELLA GUERRA - Ettore Bravetta 1916
Sacred Polities, Natural Law and the Law of Nations in the 16th-17th Centuries - 2022-01-10
A fresh look at the importance of natural and international law in the religious politics at the heartlands of
the Reformation, from the Low Countries, the German principalities up to Transylvania; from Niels
Hemmingsen to Gian Battista Vico; from religious reasons for the universalist claims of natural law to
political arguments for the sacred polity, their tension and creative potential.
The European Union: How Democratic Is It? - Svein S Andersen 1996-02-27
Taking as its starting point the major issues of democracy which are the ongoing concerns of every liberal
Western political system, this volume offers a wide-ranging review of democracy in the European Union. It
treats the EU as a new type of political system within the tradition of parliamentary democracies, a system
which is neither federal nor intergovernmental, and which consequently has unique problems of how to
handle democratic requirements. Part One deals with the two major challenges of interest articulation in
the EU, political parties and lobbying. The second part discusses how democracy becomes the key element
in the linkage between the EU and its member states, focusing on France, Italy and Belgium where the r
Love, Self-deceit, and Money - Koen Stapelbroek 2008-01-01
"In Love, Self-Deceit, and Money, Koen Stapelbroek reconstructs the early Neapolitan Enlightenment
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debate on the morality of market societies, a debate that hinged on the preservation of Naples' independent
statehood in a global arena of commercial and military competition. Galiani rejected the opinions of many of
his contemporaries regarding the moral and economic dangers threatening Naples, and, in his Della
moneta (1751), he justified the systems set in place by the Neapolitan government. With reference to early,
previously unstudied lectures on self-deceptive 'Platonic love, ' Stapelbroek examines Galiani's role in the
wider debate, arguing that his early work in moral philosophy and history suggests a great deal about his
political-economic stance, including his assertion that money is the ultimate ordering principle in the
universe."--Jacket.
Categories and Commutative Algebra - P. Salmon 2011-06-01
L. Badescu: Sur certaines singularités des variétés algébriques.- D.A. Buchsbaum: Homological and
commutative algebra.- S. Greco: Anelli Henseliani.- C. Lair: Morphismes et structures algébriques.- B.A.
Mitchell: Introduction to category theory and homological algebra.- R. Rivet: Anneaux de séries formelles et
anneaux henseliens.- P. Salmon: Applicazioni della K-teoria all’algebra commutativa.- M. Tierney: Axiomatic
sheaf theory: some constructions and applications.- C.B. Winters: An elementary lecture on algebraic
spaces.
Using Italian Vocabulary - Marcel Danesi 2003-08-07
Using Italian Vocabulary provides the student of Italian with an in-depth, structured approach to the
learning of vocabulary. It can be used for intermediate and advanced undergraduate courses, or as a
supplementary manual at all levels - including elementary level - to supplement the study of vocabulary.
The book is made up of twenty units covering topics that range from clothing and jewellery, to politics and
environmental issues, with each unit consisting of words and phrases that have been organized thematically
and according to levels so as to facilitate their acquisition. The book will enable students to acquire a
comprehensive control of both concrete and abstract vocabulary allowing them to carry out essential
communicative and interactional tasks. • A practical topic-based textbook that can be inserted into all types
of course syllabi • Provides exercises and activities for classroom and self-study • Answers are provided for
a number of exercises
New Society Models for a New Millennium - Michael Kuhn 2007
Textbook
Ardeth #06 (I - Spring 2020) - AA.VV. 2020-10-16
Incorporating contingency into our fundamental thinking about architecture contradicts the way we
theorize, practice, and historicize the field. Accidents happen, yet architects rarely let chance play a role in
their visions. How contingency play a role in architectural design and thinking? How designers incorporate
change in their practice? The forward-facing nature of contingency scholarship, if we give it a name, may
embed possible worlds that are more just, more compassionate, and more aware of the inequalities that
accompany the uneven distribution of the most vital resource i our times: space. This issue began with the
aim of exploring contingency thinking, and is completed from within contingent times, when nothing seems
certain and contingency is less a lens than the air we breathe.
Gregory of Nyssa: In Canticum Canticorum - Giulio Maspero 2018-08-07
These Proceedings present the results of the 13th International Colloquium on Gregory of Nyssa: a
systematic commentary on Gregory’s In Canticum in the form of sixteen papers and a selection of fourteen
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short essays devoted to various issues.
Paul Joseph Goebbels. Propaganda - Max Klim 2021-01-18
“Quanto più mostruosa è la bugia, tanto più la gente vuole crederci”, ha detto l’ideologo del fascismo e il
fedele compagno e compagno di Hitler, il ministro della propaganda Joseph Goebbels.
Studia Aethiopica - Verena Böll 2004
For over a quarter of a century Siegbert Uhlig has been involved in Ethiopian Studies. As wide as the scope
of his interests and contributions to Ethiopian Studies has been, so versatile is the thematic range of the 36
articles in this anthology. The essays in fields such as philology, history, linguistics, anthropology and arts
were written by the ethiopisants from Ethiopia, Germany, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Russia,
Sweden, Thailand, the United Kingdom and the USA. The Festschrift also includes an account of Ethiopian
Studies in Hamburg, and a selected bibliography of Siegbert Uhlig's publications. An index to the
contributions of the collection will be made available on the internet.List of contributors: L. Gerhardt, J.
Abbink, H. Amborn, D. Appleyard, B. Zewde, B. Tafla, E. Balicka-Witakowska, A. Bausi, B. Yimam, V. Boll, S.
Chernetsov, G. Fiaccadori, G. Haile, G. Gelaye, M. Heldman, O. Kapeliuk, S. Kaplan, M. Kleiner, J.
Launhardt, G. Lusini, P. Marrassini, A. Martinez, S. Munro-Hay, D. Nosnitsin, R. Pankhurst, H.
Rubinkowska, H. Scholler, S. Bekele, W. Smidt, E. Sokolinskaia, E.J. van Donzel, R. Voigt, E. Wagner, S.
Weninger, W. Witakowski, R. Zuurmond, T. Ra
Sopra la questione italiana. Studj - Carlo CATINELLI (Count.) 1858
L'enciclica «Mater et Magistra»: linee generali e problemi particolari - T. Mulder 1963
Dalla prefazione dei curatori: dopo la settimana di studi sull'Enciclica Mater et Magistra tenutasi nella
Pontificia Universita Gregoriana dal 23 al 27 ottobre 1961, non pochi ci hanno partecipato il desiderio di
vederne pubblicate le conferenze. Ci e sembrato utile completare la pubblicazione con alcuni argomenti
non trattati nelle cinque conferenze della Settimana. Con l'assenso del Card. Giuseppe Pizzardo e degli altri
Rev.mi relatori, abbiamo invitato alcuni professori dell'Istituto di Scienze Sociali e il R.P. Domenico grasso
professore di teologia pastorale a dare un loro contributo con studi su altri problemi posti nell'Enciclica. In
tal modo e stato possibile dare un'immagine completa del documento Pontificio anche se il pensiero di tutti
i collaboratori non sempre coincida nella stessa maniera. Non desti pertanto meraviglia il fatto che la nuova
Enciclica sia per il suo ricco contenuto sia per le divergenze valutative della Rerum Novarum e
Quadragesimo anno esistenti tra le varie scuole cattoliche, si presti ad interpretazioni non sempre
pienamente identiche.
Cultural Transfer through Translation - 2010-01-01
Given that the dissemination of enlightened thought in Europe was mostly effected through translations,
the present collection of essays focuses on how its cultural adaptation took place in various national
contexts. For the first time, the theoretical model of ‘cultural transfer’ (Espagne/Werner) is applied to the
eighteenth century: The intercultural dynamics of the Enlightenment become manifest in the
transformation process between the original and target cultures, be it by way of acculturation, creative
enhancement, or misunderstanding. Resulting in shifts of meaning, translations offer a key not just to
contemporary translation practice but to the discursive network of the European Enlightenment in general.
The case studies united here explore both how translations contributed to the transnational standardisation
of certain key concepts, values and texts, and how they reflect national specifications of enlightened
discourses. Hence, the volume contributes to Enlightenment studies, at least as much as to historical
translation studies.
Italy and the Middle East - Paolo Soave 2020-12-10
Italy played a vital role in the Cold War dynamics that shaped the Middle East in the latter part of the 20th
century. It was a junior partner in the strategic plans of NATO and warmly appreciated by some Arab
countries for its regional approach. But Italian foreign policy towards the Middle East balanced between
promoting dialogue, stability and cooperation on one hand, and colluding with global superpower
manoeuvres to exploit existing tensions and achieve local influence on the other. Italy and the Middle East
brings together a range of experts on Italian international relations to analyse, for the first time in English,
the country's Cold War relationship with the Middle East. Chapters covering a wide range of defining
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twentieth century events - from the Arab-Israeli conflict and the Lebanese Civil War, to the Iranian
Revolution and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan – demonstrate the nuances of Italian foreign policy in
dealing with the complexity of Middle Eastern relations. The collection demonstrates the interaction of local
and global issues in shaping Italy's international relations with the Middle East, making it essential reading
to students of the Cold War, regional interactions, and the international relations of Italy and the Middle
East.
Mothers Of the Rising Nations - Ellias Aghili Dehnavi 2021-05-31
The discourse upon feminism and feminist movements seems either easy or difficult. Part of its difficulty is
due to its variety of orientations that in somehow cause some serious conflicts in the area of opinion and
action. On the other hand, besides these varieties in orientations, one can mention the variety of different
and contradictory interpretations in feminism, and its achievements and consequences, which implies the
necessity of cautious and comprehensive thinking in discourse. Investigating the consequences of feminism
in west world, the present writing is seeking to inspect the evolution of present topic in regards to the
society of Iran, with a futurology approach. Therefore, in the first section of the book, the feminism in west
is delineated and in the next section its future vision in developing countries will be presented.
L’ Impietratrice - Vittorio Imbriani 2014-10-25
La sterminata erudizione dell’Imbriani, che nei romanzi è usata per sviare sardonicamente la narrazione, in
questa “panzana”, tale è definita dall’autore, è usata per avviare invece la possibilità d’un diverso
svolgimento storico, d’un’ucronia. Che il duca Valentino dopo la sconfitta in Italia sia morto in Spagna, è
storia solo per chi conosce appena le fonti più note. Per chi come Imbriani è a conoscenza di tante rarità
librarie, l’ultima parte di vita di Cesare Borgia ha ben altro esito. Che poi questo scorcio di biblioteca
imbrianesca che sorregge la tesi storica, “preborgesianamente”, come è stato detto, mescoli edizioni false
ma plausibili a edizioni vere ma improbabili, come può il povero lettore, impotente di fronte a tanto sfoggio
di cultura, accorgersene? E così citazione dopo citazione libresca Cesare Borgia raggiunge il nuovo mondo
e convince per amore la medusa azteca, la bellissima principessa che pietrifica chiunque la fissi negli occhi,
Ciaciunena l’impietratrice, a essere strumento della sua vendetta e cambiare il corso storico delle cose
italiane. Ma innamoratosi anche lui, l’audacia e la confidenza che anche come amante dimostra lo perde, e
viene inavvertitamente pietrificato dalla fanciulla. Che disperata, vuole almeno portare a termine la
vendetta dell’uomo che amava, e giunge in Vaticano alla presenza di Giulio II per pietrificare il papa e tutta
la sua corte. Ma, com’è come non è, i suoi poteri lapidificatori decadono in questo emisfero e Giulio II
scampa alla pietrificazione quanto al corpo; «quanto al cuore dell’augusto vegliardo, già da prima e da un
pezzo era di sasso, di macigno, di scoglio», come lapidariamente – è il caso di dire – soggiunge l’explicit di
questa serissima panzana. Neppure nel gioco letterario l’acre pessimismo d’Imbriani che colora di tragico il
cinico e il beffardo della sua intuizione del mondo si placa. Né la storia d’Italia sa mutarsi in meglio e far
pendere le sorti in favore della santa ambizione di Cesare Borgia d’unificarla. Sicché questa panzana che
così bizzarramente illustra il suo pessimismo scava ben a fondo nelle scelte politiche d’Imbriani mettendo in
luce e mostrando una delle convinzioni e degli atteggiamenti che infondono il suo spirito reazionario. (Fonte
Wikipedia)
Italoamericana - Francesco Durante 2014-04-15
Collected classic writings on, about, and from the formative years of the Italian-American experience,
featuring fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and drama. To appreciate the life of the Italian immigrant enclave from
the great heart of the Italian migration to its settlement in America requires that one come to know how
these immigrants saw their communities as colonies of the mother country. Edited with extraordinary skill,
Italoamericana: The Literature of the Great Migration, 1880-1943 brings to an English-speaking audience a
definitive collection of classic writings on, about, and from the formative years of the Italian-American
experience. Originally published in Italian, this landmark collection of translated writings establishes a rich,
diverse, and mature sense of Italian-American life by allowing readers to see American society through the
eyes of Italian-speaking immigrants. Filled with the voices from the first generation of Italian-American life,
the book presents a unique treasury of long-inaccessible writing that embodies a literary canon for ItalianAmerican culture—poetry, drama, journalism, political advocacy, history, memoir, biography, and
story—the greater part of which has never before been translated. Italoamericana introduces a new
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generation of readers to the “Black Hand” and the organized crime of the 1920s, the incredible “pulp”
novels by Bernardino Ciambelli, Paolo Pallavicini, Italo Stanco, Corrado Altavilla, the exhilarating
“macchiette” by Eduardo Migliaccio (Farfariello) and Tony Ferrazzano, the comedies by Giovanni De
Rosalia, Riccardo Cordiferro’s dramas and poems, the poetry of Fanny Vanzi-Mussini and Eduardo
Migliaccio. Edited by a leading journalist and scholar, Italoamericana presents an important but littleknown, largely inaccessible Italian-language literary heritage that defined the Italian-American experience.
Organized into five sections—”Annals of the Great Exodus,” “Colonial Chronicles,” “On Stage (and OffStage),” “Anarchists, Socialist, Fascists, Anti-Fascists,” and “Apocalyptic Integrated / Integrated
Apocalyptic Intellectuals” —the volume distinguishes a literary, cultural, and intellectual history that
engages the reader in all sorts of archaeological and genealogical work. “An addition to the great tradition
of Italian-American literature and culture, this anthology of fiction, poetry, plays memoir and articles
features the writing of Italians in America, writing from the “Little Italys” of the period, in their mother
tongue, and fills a huge gap in the canon. A sophisticated, critical look at the writings of Italian immigrants
to America across all genres, includes social and political commentary, a long labor of love for American
editor Robert Viscusi . . . . A massive work of extraordinary power, that while scholarly and comprehensive,
will have wide appeal.” —Publishers Weekly
Pathologica - 1917
La Città Altra. Storia E Immagine Della Diversità Urbana: Luoghi E Paesaggi Dei Privilegi E Del Benessere,
Dell'isolamento, Del Disagio, Della Multiculturalità. Ediz. Italiana E Inglese - Francesca Capano 2018-10
This volume proposes a rich corpus of papers about the 'Other City', a subject only few times dealt with, but
worthy of all our attention: it imposes itself on the scene of international modern and contemporary
historiography for its undeniable topicality. Throughout history, the city has always had to deal with social
'otherness', i.e. with class privileges and, consequently, with discrimination and marginalization of
minorities, of the less well-off, of foreigners, in short, with the differences in status, culture, religion. So
that the urban fabric has ended up structuring itself also in function of those inequalities, as well as of the
strategic places for the exercise of power, of the political, military or social control, of the spaces for
imprisonment, for the sanitary isolation or for the 'temporary' remedy to the catastrophes. From the first
portraits of cities, made and diffused at the beginning of the fifteenth century for political exaltation
purposes or for religious propaganda and for devotional purposes, which often, through increasingly
refined graphic techniques, distort or even deny the true urban image, we reach, at the dawn of
contemporary history, the new meaning given by scientific topography and new methods of representation;
these latter aimed at revealing the structure and the urban landscape in their objectivity, often unexpected
for who had known the city through the filter of 'regime' iconography. The representation of the urban
image still shows the contradictions of a community that sometimes includes and even exalts the
diversities, other times rejects them, showing the unease of a difficult integration.
Ronsard's Philosophic Thought - Isidore Silver 1992
Proceedings and Papers - 1905
Europäische Musiker in Venedig, Rom und Neapel 1650-1750 - Anne-Madeleine Goulet 2018-11-07
Der Abschlussband des deutsch-französischen ANR-DFG-Projekts MUSICI widmet sich der
Musikermigration im Europa der Frühen Neuzeit mit einem kultur- und musikgeschichtlichen Blick auf
Venedig, Rom und Neapel als Reiseziele und Wirkungsorte von Instrumentalisten, Sängern, Komponisten
und Instrumentenbauern, die nicht von der italienischen Halbinsel stammten. Im Sinne einer "histoire
croisée" werden Netzwerke, Integrations- und Austauschprozesse aufgedeckt, mit denen fremde Musiker
zwischen musikalischem Alltag und herausragenden Festlichkeiten konfrontiert waren. Auf dieser
Grundlage wird eine systematische Betrachtung der frühneuzeitlichen Musikermigration sowie eine
Untersuchung musikalischer Stile jenseits nationaler Forschungstraditionen möglich.
Perforating the Iron Curtain - Poul Villaume 2010
Cold War history research of the recent years suggests that the East-West detente process of the 1970s was
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a more significant element than previously believed in understanding and explaining the processes, on both
sides of the East-West divide, which led to the peaceful end of the Cold War in the late 1980s. This
anthology is a contribution to this research. The dozen articles elucidate the European detente process
from grass-root - as well as diplomatic - levels, including the Helsinki Conference Final Act of 1975 on
respect of human rights and human contacts across the Iron Curtain of the Cold War. The articles are based
on recently opened state and private archives from West and East Europe, as well as the US. They are
written by a mix of internationally distinguished senior scholars and younger promising researchers from
the US, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, Italy, and Denmark.
The Boundaries of Europe - Pietro Rossi 2015-04-24
Europe’s boundaries have mainly been shaped by cultural, religious, and political conceptions rather than
by geography. This volume of bilingual essays from renowned European scholars outlines the
transformation of Europe’s boundaries from the fall of the ancient world to the age of decolonization, or the
end of the explicit endeavor to “Europeanize” the world. From the decline of the Roman Empire to the
polycentrism of today’s world, the essays span such aspects as the confrontation of Christian Europe with
Islam and the changing role of the Mediterranean from “mare nostrum” to a frontier between nations.
Scandinavia, eastern Europe and the Atlantic are also analyzed as boundaries in the context of exploration,
migratory movements, cultural exchanges, and war. The Boundaries of Europe, edited by Pietro Rossi, is
the first installment in the ALLEA book series Discourses on Intellectual Europe, which seeks to explore the
question of an intrinsic or quintessential European identity in light of the rising skepticism towards Europe
as an integrated cultural and intellectual region.
Anglo-Norman Studies XV - Marjorie Chibnall 1993
Mercanti e politica nel mondo antico - Carlo Zaccagnini 2003
Chilonida. Dramma per musica nel ... giorno natalizio ... dell'Imperadrice Amalia Willelmina ...
l'anno 1709, etc. [Altered from Count Nicolò Minato.] - Nicolò MINATO 1709
Towards and Beyond the Italian Republic - Davide Cadeddu 2021-07-12
This book examines the historical process that led to the foundation of the Italian Republic and its
constitution, viewed through the personal experiences and political reflections of Adriano Olivetti (between
1919 and 1960), general manager and president of the well-known typewriter manufacturer “Ing. C.
Olivetti & C.” An unbroken line of reasoning linked his maturing political reflections during the two postwar periods. The historical context of the 1950s did not prove to be very propitious, but the guidelines
dispersed throughout the Italian cultural and political world from the movement that Olivetti founded were
certainly seminal – generating a legacy of ideas that has only in part been recognized. What makes this
study distinctive is the original approach to reading the history of Italy through Adriano Olivetti’s eyes and
thoughts, far from the more common Christian Democratic or Communist perspective of those years. It is
simply another view of what the Italian Republic could be and was not.
The Hellenistic World and the Coming of Rome - Erich S. Gruen 1986-09-25
In this revisionist study of Roman imperialism in the Greek world, Gruen considers the Hellenistic context
within which Roman expansion took place. The evidence discloses a preponderance of Greek rather than
Roman ideas: a noteworthy readiness on the part of Roman policymakers to adjust to Hellenistic practices
rather than to impose a system of their own.
L'inganno del male - Il Club del Cerchio 2017-03-10
Un documento sconvolgente riemerge dalle nebbie del passato. Quella che è sempre stata considerata solo
leggenda, si rivela essere invece un inesorabile fatto storico. Il ricordo di quell’orrore è troppo vivo,
diffonderlo significherebbe violentare la coscienza dei popoli e minare la stabilità dei governi di tutto il
mondo. Mentre organizzazioni potenti e ritenute scomparse riemergono dall’oblio con obiettivi di dominio,
il Club del Cerchio lavora nell’ombra per tutelare il mondo come oggi lo conosciamo. In attesa che la verità
torni a galla... una volta per tutte.
God's Kingdom and Mission - Gregorian & Biblical Press 1997
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Economic and Social History of the World War (Italian Series) - Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace. Division of Economics and History 1926

instability or cooperation in these zones of contact. Three representative geographic regions have been
central to an international conference, which was questioning the specificities of zones of fracture. PolandLithuania has been linked with two zones (the Baltic Sea and the Balkans). The Northern Italian States
were situated between two tectonic regions (the Balkans and the Rhine valley). The Balkans by themselves
were divided into various mini zones, and confronted with the Ottoman Empire. The panels did not only try
to look for comparisons, but intended to find out the complexity and the different experiences within zones
of frontiers in an European context. The overlapping of various lines, especially in the fields of law, taxes
and the Church has been brought into sharper focus.
Studies in Italian History in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance - Nicolai Rubinstein 2004

Osservazioni microscopiche sulla tremella e sulla circolazione del fluido in una pianta acqua juola Bonaventura CORTI 1774
Zone Di Frattura in Epoca Moderna - Almut Bues 2005
Until recently, there have not been many researches on border zones in Early Modern Europe. For the time
before the emergence of nation-states, however, it is convenient to think in European cases, which indicate
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